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Thesis title : Al-Farra's Syntactic Opinions in the  Simple Interpretation and 

the Attitude of Al-Wahidi towards them.  

Name of researcher : Abdullah Hamid Ahmad Alnamri  

Academic Supervisor : Prof. Dr. Abdulaziz Humai Aljohanni  

Thesis topic :  studying the syntactic views of Alfaraa in the book , " 

Altafseer Albaseet " – The simple Interpretation – by Alwahidi with a 

manifestation to Alwahidi's viewpoints of these views in addition to mentioning 

the viewpoints of other syntax and Interpretation scholar Imams .  

I divided the research into : an introduction , three chapters ; In each chapter 

, I included several studies . Then , I ended my research with a  conclusion and 

content indices .  

The introduction : includes the importance of the topic  the reasons for  

selecting it , the previous studies on it  the research limits , plan and approach .  

 The preface : A presentation to  the imams : Alfaraa and Alwahidi  

Chapter one : the syntactic views on parsing of nouns .  

Chapter two :  the syntactic views on parsing of verbs .  

Chapter three: the syntactic views on the semantic letters .  

Through the research here are the following results :  

1. Alwahidi  benefited  too   much  by  quoting from Alfaraa's syntactic 

views ;  He almost quoted  from Alfaraa's views in most of the syntactic queries .  

2. Alwahidi didn't quote literally Alfaraa's views  as they exist in his book , " 

the multi meanings within  the Holy Koran  –"Maani Alkoran" 

However, he modulated most of  alfaraa's views .  

3- He sometimes quoted  some of  Alfaraa's views  and left the other views 

However, he might have quoted  some views from other syntax scholars despite 

being  previously mentioned  by Alfaraa.  

4- He explained some of Alfaraa's syntactic views .  

5- Alwahidi used some of the vocabulary that contradicted with those used 

by Alfaraa.  

6- Alwahidi approved  with   Alfaraa's views in nineteen  queries.   

7- Alwahidi  disapproved   with   Alfaraa's views in ten   queries. 

8- Alwahidi didn't mention his approvals or disapprovals with Alfaraa's 

views in just five queries .  

 
 


